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IBarolo has overtaken Bordeaux and Burgundy in recent years as the pinnacle of

sophistication and collectability in wine. 100%, it must be aged 3 years before

release, and while it will stand up to extended cellaring (like the legendary 2016

vintage we did a couple of years ago), sometimes it is ready to go. Not only is 2018

a ready to go vintage, it is recommended that you DRINK NOW!

Barolo is the most famous expression of Italian wine and it hails from Piedmont in

the North West of the country. Barolo must be made from 100% Nebbiolo. Nebbiolo

is remarkably similar to Pinot Noir in terms of colour, acidity and ethereal perfume,

but packs much more of a punch because of its tannic intensity. Given the high levels

of acidity, tannin and alcohol, the wines are capable of ageing as long as any age

worthy red in the world of wine - and indeed longer. Augmenting this is the fact

Barolo must be aged for 38 months before release, with a minimum of 18 in oak

(many will age their wines for far longer). They are built for aging.

 
 

WHAT MAKES BAROLO SO SPECIAL?
HOW DOES IT LOOK, SMELL & TASTE? 

For starters….everything. Tasting Barolo gives you an out of body experience. When

you look at the wine, you immediately notice its light orange tinge (not dis-similar to

the orange tinge thrown by heavily oaked and oxidised Rioja’s). It has a haunting

perfume you expect a light wine - then it smacks you in the face with its structural

intensity and massive tannin - it is the ultimate iron fist in a velvet glove.

When you LOOK: Nebbiolo’s unique orangey appearance, unlike Rioja, is natural and

has nothing to do with winemaking. When you SMELL the wine the first thing that

strikes you is its delicate floral aromatics, rose petals and violets are common

descriptors. Earthy aromas such as fennel and truffle are very common, as well as

licorice, tar, chocolate, tobacco and spice. Cherry is the predominant fruit profile. All

of this prepares your mind for a very light and delicate wine on the palate. When you

TASTE the wine you realise that while it is (in the best cases) light and elegant,

structurally it packs a huge punch. Forget about aromas and flavours though, what

you smell and taste is up to you. What is unmistakable, is the huge and drying,

chewy tannins and the layers of flavours and complexity of the wine. While it will

reward cellaring and add to it’s huge depth, it will evolve in the glass as soon as you

pour it, and stay with you long after it’s finished.

BAROLO WINE SCHOOL
I t  i s  t ime to get  in i t iated.

HOW IS IT LIKE
BURGUNDY?

Barolo is often likened to

BURGUNDY because of its

sensitivity to changes in its

terroir. Burgundy is a myriad of

fragmented villages and

vineyards (730 premier cru) each

with many growers.

Appellations and vineyards will

have very identifiable geological

profiles and flavour traits, at

the same time several producers

can produce vastly different

wines from the same row of

vines. .

IT IS SIMPLER!
BAROLO is also an enigma, a

tackleable enigma. There are

less communes (11 with 5 main

villages) & differences are

marked mostly by geology. An

individual producer's approach

will obviously impact the wine

hugely, but things are helped by

a marked distinction between

traditional and modern

producers. There are no sure

things in wine and it is far from

simple, but it is far easier than

Burgundy & just as rewarding.
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HISTORICALLY Barolo has always been the King of wine, having been the favoured

tipple of many reigning dynasties over the centuries. Nebbiolo has been grown in the

area since the 13th Century. Barolo (coming from the Celtic ‘Bas Ruel’) as a term

appeared much later when the wine world transitioned to bottles from cask. There

has been an understanding of the importance of terroir for at least over 250 years,

given that there exists a bottle from 1752 that makes no mention of variety or

Barolo, but Cannubi, one of Barolo’s most famous contemporary terroirs.

TRADITIONAL DRINKING STYLES have changed across the wine world and wines that

take an age to drink have largely now disappeared (Bordeaux now owns that

amphitheatre exclusively). Barolo used to be extremely robust and unapproachable

in its youth. In the 70s and 80s as the commercial market proliferated, there was a

move to make a more modern Barolo, and so began THE BAOLO WARS!

PEACE was achieved when the new wines appeared and they were not the devils

spawn as they were initially touted. A more pliant wine allowed Barolo to be

enjoyed by larger segments of the markets. As time went on the warring factions

even began to borrow from each other and eventually it simply precipitated overall

improvement. Producers will still identify as a mod or trad, and one suspects that

when the Godfather of tradition Guiseppe Rinaldi passed away last year, his last

words were probably a sharp reference to the scourge of modernity. 

TRADITIONAL VS. MODERN
Pick  a s ide!

MOD. VS TRAD.
Traditional approaches utilised

long maceration times, with

long fermentations and wild

yeast. Maximum extraction and

austerity was the goal. Long

fermentation in large Slovenian

casks (botti) followed.

Modernist rebels led by Elio

Altare aimed to be more

accessible. Rotofermenters to

cut down the maceration period

(less extraction and tannin) &

use of French oak helped

develop a more pliant style.
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CASUALTIES
OF WAR!

The Barolo Wars were no joke.

When the new methods were

introduced, many saw it as

sacrilege to this ancient style.

Many saw it as pandering to

critics like Robert Parker. New

Baroli were contaminated, and

told that they were not real. Elio

Altare was written out of his

father's will for blackening

Barolo's name. Families divided

and the region fractured.

Thankfully, debate is more

academic and civil these days.

SO WHO WAS RIGHT?
EVERYONE!!! Given how ancient the methods of traditional production are, they

needed updating. However one could suggest that these beautiful traditions should

have been respected. Do the new methods vulgarise the style? Initially, commercial

yeasts in the modern wines stopped the many stuck fermentations of the natural

yeast-driven old school style. Shorter maceration times resulted in a cleaner style,

but also less volatile acidity. Conversely though, the use and overuse of French oak

threatened to cause many to lose their way and cover the authentic flavours.

It is now peace time, and both camps are borrowing from each other, with modern

standards of hygiene in the winery playing a big part in the overall improvement.

(One winemaker told me last year that the old guys just needed to clean up their

workplaces!). 

Many will identify as Trad or Mod, but many just want to make the best possible

wine they can - which means the best expression of TERROIR.



As mentioned already, there exists a bottle of wine from 1752 that simply says

Cannubi, proving that the terroirs of Barolo have long been distinguishable. 

Within Barolo, there are 11 different communes. 5 of them make up the big five,

which contain the vast majority of the best vineyards and producers: BAROLO,

SERRALUNGA D'ALBA, MONFORTE D'ALBA, CASTIGLIONE FALLETO & LA MORRA (of the

other 6, VERDUNO is the most prolific and important).

TERROIR AND THE M.G.A.
I t ' s  al l  about  s i te  and so i l .

TARTONIAN 
SOIL

Predominant soil of LA MORRA,

BAROLO & NOVELLO (AKA the

Central Valley). It is a blue

tinted compact, calcareous marl

soil with lots of sand. It is rich in

magnesium and it is fresh and

more fertile. The resulting wines

are generally more perfumed

and elegant. the wines are

softer, rounder & more

approachable. The colour is a

lighter ruby hue resulting in

wines that mature a lot quicker.

HELVETIAN
SOIL

Predominant soil of MONFORTE

& SERRALUNGA D'ALBA &

CASTIGLIONE FALLETO.

Chalky beige, looser marl soil,

less fertile with lots of reddish

weathered sand & limestone.

High levels of iron &

phosphorous. Produces wines

that have more colour, body,

aging potential. Wines are more

bold & intense, heavily

structured with lots of tannin

that mature more slowly.

Like in Burgundy, each commune will have certain distinguishable characteristics.

Each will contain a number of crus/vineyards. While winemaking (Trad Vs Mod) will

have a bearing on it, the main factor in the style of wine will be the terroir and the

soil. The 2 main types are Tartonian and Helvetian. The following stylistic

generalisations can be applied to achieve a starting point:

BAROLO / Classic, plush, warm and velvety yet with structure and concentration.

SERRALUNGA D'ALBA / More extracted, tannic, structured & age worthy, full & rich.

MONFORTE D'ALBA / Most depth, structure, potency, concentration & age potential.

CASTIGLIONE FALLETO / Bold & rich, middle ground between aromatics & tannin.

LA MORRA / Most feminine, graceful & aromatic, supple & seductive, early drinking.

In 2010 the region established M.G.A.s - Menzioni Geografiche Aggiuntive (additional

geographic mentions) laying out 170 subzones with the 11 villages
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OUR HOT TAKE

We love these 2018s. Why? Because you can drink them!

In the past few years we have seen record after record broken in terms of heat. Nobody who is a wine fan could doubt the

existence of climate change given that wine makers in Burgundy and Barolo used to literally fail to ripen fruit fully. Now it

seems we have hot vintage after hot vintage. The criteria has now seemed to chnge, where a vintage is judged as being

good only if it enjoys the greatest conditions imaginable and produces blockbuster wines. 

There is no denying that 2016 was a landmark vintage, the wines produced were nearly approachable on release, but will

stand up to extended cellaring. There can also be no denying that 2018's conditions were challenging, but the wines

produced are a snapshot in time of Barolo. There is a pliancy and immediacy in the wines that we did not have with 2017, a

vintage that produced lighter wines but that still needed a little time, thus leaving consumers between two stool so to

speak (though great if you wanted short to medium term cellaring options). For those of us though that have not the time,

space, inclination or desire to put wines down for a few years, then 2018 is perfect.

Added to this, it is a year where, knowing that the wines wiil not stand up to extended ageing, winemakers will often

declassify their fruit, as is the case here with Trediberri & Massolino. Whatever the year the old adage producer, producer,

producer will never  steer you wrong. STSWine 

2018
STSWine,  DECANTER & V inous Media
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DECANTER

The Barolo 2018 vintage has produced some delicious, open-knit and approachable wines due to moderate acidity and ripe

tannins, as well as good complexity displayed in the top examples. But mostly, it’s just very tasty!

The 2018 vintage started with a debate about the buds. At the beginning of the season, they initially appeared to be dried,

a supposed outcome of the parched 2017 vintage. Yet it was not clear if that was the reason, or whether it was a result of

the winter frost. ‘We had an arctic descent in February with temperatures in the Langhe plunging to -7° to -8°C,’ says

Edmondo Bonelli, Consorzio Albeisa producer association’s viticultural consultant. ‘In my opinion, the dried buds were a

result of the frost.’

May was very rainy. ‘It was difficult to go in the vineyards,’ notes Valter Fissore at Elvio Cogno (Novello), and Fabio

Alessandria at GB Burlotto (Verduno) adds: ‘We had 22 to 23 days of rainfall in May. July was warm, but it still rained.

‘Our vines,’ Alessandria continues, ‘have always had ample access to water, so they soaked up a lot of potassium. The

tartaric acid decreased while the pH levels increased. The maturity and integration of the tannins were very good. When

you’re dealing with an acidic and tannic grape such as Nebbiolo, these are factors that will generally help in the

approachability of the wine. The 2018s are very tasty, but there is also a downside in them having less of an ability to age

in the bottle.’

https://www.decanter.com/wine/wine-regions/barolo/


The warm character of the year – a rainy but not cool vintage – has been described by some producers as almost tropical.

Several occurrences of Downy mildew were reported and Serralunga was also stricken by hail. Some of the top wines, such

as Roberto Conterno’s Monfortino, were not produced.

In the end, 2018 was quite consistent with vintages when harvest occurs around 4-5 October. This is just a week earlier than

average in years when the timing is regarded as ideal, in the second week of the month. ‘We reintroduced submerged cap

maceration. The grapes were delicious and the tannins well integrated,’ reports Maria Teresa Mascarello in Barolo. Bonelli

compares the 2018 vintage with 2009, while for Mauro Veglio (La Morra) it appears like the very good 2004 vintage, which

followed a dry and warm 2003. All in all, 2018 was obviously not a top vintage, as several producers openly admit.

Alessandria at GB Burlotto defines the 2018 vintage as more inviting to drink compared to 2017: ‘Perhaps the 2017 will be

longer-lasting while the 2018 will be ready to drink in the next 10 years.’

Should we start to think of Barolo in a different way compared to the stern, traditional model of the past decades?

Probably, yes – and this should not necessarily be interpreted as bad news. Roberto Conterno is just one producer who is

considering bottling his Barolos one year earlier in response to the effects of climate change. DECANTER

2018
STSWine,  DECANTER & An MW
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SARAH KNOWLES, M.W.

Barolo has long been compared to Burgundy. Just like Burgundy, its complex terroir of small, highly prized parcels of land

creates wines that reflect localised changes in aspect, soil composition and microclimate. Adjacent vineyards sometimes

produce noticeably diverse flavours. Indeed, often two wines from the same vineyard but made by different people will not

taste alike, because the two growers have different aims and methods.

But Barolo’s grape, nebbiolo, though as perfumed as Burgundy’s pinot noir, has markedly firmer tannins. What the locals

and wine buffs call ‘classic’ vintages usually benefit greatly and demand at least seven to eight years’ ageing, often longer

to show their best qualities.

2016 Barolos will take a decade to unravel. 2013s have barely reached their best. 2010s are starting to soar, but some

1996s are still austere.

Imagine my delight (my patience has lessened as I age) when I found in most of my favourite Barolo cellars last autumn,

that 2018 Barolos smelt wonderfully fragrant already with gentle approachable texture on the palate, meaning that I will

not have to wait long to enjoy them. My notes on several of the wines include the word ‘Burgundian’.

It was a compliment. Wine drinking is all about sensory pleasure, and you won’t have to wait a decade as many have

perfume on release.

Sarah Knowles is an Internation Wine Judge, Master of Wine and one of the key buyers for Wine Society UK.



ROCCHE COSTAMAGNA

Alessandro Locatelli is the head winemaker for this renowned La Morra estate. Alessandro is a special proposition because

since he took over in the 80's, he has overseen every aspect of the business, from management of vineyards and winemaking

activities, to business development and expansion and the label is a conspicuous presence on global markets. The wines offer

fabulous value for money.

Rocche Costamagna is a quintessential La Morra wine. Beautiful texture, elegance and fragrance, the classico is generally

approachable from release but will benefit from cellaring. They also have holdings in La Morra's most renowned cru; Rocche

dell Annunziata. In the best years they will release a Barolo Riserva called Bricco Francesco which is a small plot at the top

of the hill.

LA MORRA MGA
Producers :  Rocche Costamagna & Trediberr i

..That's La Morraaaaaaa...(and Verduno!) La Morra is the commune that produces the most elegant and fragrant Barolo, we

love it. More excitingly, there is fruit in here from Verduno, Barolo's least known, and most exciting commune. Previously

under the radar as an area, it is stepping out of the shadows more and more. It also produces more elegant and

approachable examples, but with more stuffing than in La Morra. This is another incredible wine from a producer known for

some of the best bang for buck in all of Barolo. STSWine
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LA MORRA generally produces wine that are more elegant, approachable and perfumed so it was natural that we would

gravitate towards this MGA for some of our 2018's. In the end we liked Rocche Costamagna and Trediberri. Rocche are

improving with every vintage and now enjoy a stellar reputation as providers of some of the best value Nebbiolo in Barolo.

Trediberri have become superstars over the last few years. They decided to declassify their Cru plots and make an assembly

blend called Barolo of the Municipality of La Morra. The reulting wine will age another 10 years if required - a much more

serious drop that regular Barolo but with the immediacy of '18.



TREDIBERRI

Trediberri is a new entry in the Piedmont landscape making elegant, classically inspired wines from vineyards in La Morra.

These wines are just gorgeous. VINOUS. ANTONIO GALLONI

It's incredible how far Trediberri have come in such a short time. They are now known for making some of the best wines that

the region of Piedmont has to offer. Their Baroli are now amongst the best being produced, and their entry level wines are

stellar pictures of purity and soul. This release demonstrates their winemaking prowess.

LA MORRA MGA
Producers :  Rocche Costamagna & Trediberr i

The 2018 Barolo del Comune di La Morra is absolutely gorgeous. Bright and translucent yet with remarkable depth for the

year, the 2018 is terrific. Proprietor Nicola Oberto decided not to bottle his flagship Barolo from Rocche dell'Annunziata and

used the fruit to bolster his straight Barolo bottling, a decision that was spot on. Sweet red cherry, orange peel, cinnamon,

tobacco and dried leaves are all very nicely lifted in this ethereal, nuanced Barolo. The 2018 is simply exquisite. Readers will

have a hard time finding a better example of the year at this level. DRINKING WINDOW 2024-2036, 92 POINTS, VINOUS

MEDIA
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GUIDO PORRO

When we arrive at Guido Porro's on a foggy April morning (negating the panoramic view of Serralunga from the house), Guido

is fixing the plumbing of the newly built guest house. A prodigious talent, he achieves greatness in every vintage. He never

courts the press and there's an extraordinary matter of factness and understatement in everything that he does, his Baroli are

atypical in style and cost.

Porro is always touted as under the radar producer. This was due to Guido's almost pathological evasion of the spotlight. Not

true anymore. A good natured argument breaks out when we are there regarding the dwindling allocations and one suspects

Guido sees the sale of his wines as being a bit of an afterthought (even annoyance) and gets them out as quick as possible. He

LOVES to show and talk about them though.

The wines are incredible. Pliant, open and completely terroir-led, they offer a great point of difference to the usual muscular

style from Serralunga. His vineyards are found in the lazzarito Cru, his two major wines are Lazzairasco & Santa Caterina,

both monopoles that share the same soil but a different exposition. Guido beautifully boils it down to: a feminine style,

supple and aromatic, and a muscaline: muscular, earthy style. STSWine in Barolo 2019

Guido Porro is one of the greatest Barolo producers in Serralunga d'Alba, a commune in Barolo known for its powerful and

structured wines. Guido Porro however, is famous for achieving elegance and grace - an Australian colleague always refers to

these wines as demure, which seems perfect. They are such a perfect rendering of the terroir, with old school methods strictly

adhered to. The Lazzarito Cru contains two of Guido’s vineyards, but they are so different that he sees them as two distinct

Cru.

SERRALUNGA D'ALBA MGA
Producers :  Guido Porro & Massol ino
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The first, Santa Caterina lies at the top end of the site beside the Porro farmhouse, elevated to 400m and well drained, with a

western exposure. The western exposure provides great fresh acidity. There is an old school, savoury austerity to this wine,

but with all of the terroir driven minerality and that line of freshness it soars, and the rustic tannins give it lovely lines and

definition. It somehow manages to be balls out and demure at the same time. Killer wine. 10 or more years if desired.



SERRALUNGA D'ALBA MGA
Producers :  Guido Porro & Massol ino
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At the far end of Porro’s Lazzarito Cru is the Lazzairasco vineyard. The Lazzarito unfurls into a flat amphitheatre with a south

western exposure, enabling the perfect suntrap. While the signature demure style is very apparent, this is certainly the most

robust, lush and powerful Barolo - the most Serralunga of his Baroli. This wine is a frequent winner of 'tre bicchiere' from the

Gambera Rosso and has always been the most well known of his wines. The key to Lazz. has always been the dark powerful

core of Nebbiolo fruit, and everything builds out from this epicentre. Rustic red fruits remain but this wine is all about leather,

tobacco and dried herb. The structure seems to work in harmony, acid and tannin forms a tapestry to support the dense fruit.

This wine tends to really move in the glass. One to drink slowly and ponder how special Barolo is. Will go on for 10 or 15

years more.

MASSOLINO

Massolino are one of the regions most celebrated producers, this year they bottles ALL of their vast holdings as one wine.

In 2018 the estate didn’t make its cru-specific bottlings so the best grapes are in this straight Barolo. And it shows. It opens

with heady scents of eucalyptus, pine forest, hay, new leather and lilac. Extremely elegant, the savory, vibrant palate exhibits

red cherry, juniper berry and star anise set against taut, refined tannins and bright acidity. *Editors’ Choice* 96 POINTS, WINE

ENTHUSIAST

With the owners having decided against producing any of their single-vineyard wines, this Barolo benefits from being a blend

of top-class vineyards such as Vignarionda, Margheria, Parafada and Parussi in Castiglione Falletto. Lustrous mid ruby.

Displays the intense fragrance so typical of the 2018 vintage and with plenty of concentration underneath. Supple fruit

layered with crunchy tannins and ripe, appetising acidity. Lots of stuffing and grip. JANCIS ROBINSON



G.D. VAJRA

Vaira in the area is considered "the most modern of the traditionalists and the most traditional of the modernists": every

aspect is followed with dedication and love, from the choice of the names of the wines, to the creation of labels (real works of

art), to mix between science and conscience applied to every possible technological innovation, to projects such as the

creation of a library that tells the culture of wine and its infinite facets in the most in-depth way possible.

It is in this perspective of total care that the respect and dedication with which Vajra has collected the legacy of a small

company of the highest quality in the area, the one managed for a lifetime by Luigi and Fiorina Baudana, who after having

refused a thousand offers to take over the brand went to the Vaira family, knowing that for them it would be a matter of

heart and not just of business.

But returning to talk about what we can materially pour into a glass, we like to mention in particular the Bricco delle Viole,

the flagship of the company not only as a product, but also starting from the land where it is born: it is the highest vineyard ,

a calcareous soil, where violets bloom every spring. The view takes your breath away but the breeze brings it back, and in

that mix between science and conscience, love and magic, a wine is born that is above all a "companion of the heart".

“The earth asks you for absolute dedication. She asks you to love her in good and bad, in abundance and lack. The earth is

almost more than a home. It is part of our life and asks to be kept with the same tenderness that it reserves for the dearest

affections. And the incredible thing is that, despite all the difficulties, loving her like this is not an effort at all. ESQUIRE

Yes, that's ESQUIRE MENS MAG running an article about Barolo - Vajra really is the it producer of the region. He is known as

the great young innovator of the region, matching imaginative new winemaking methods with tradition. This wine

demonstrates his approach in spades, a wine made from 3 plots, with 3 expositions (name refers to 3 suns). Its an assembly

wine, delicious every year - heads up wine making at its best. STSWine

BAROLO MGA
Producers :  G.D.  VAJRA
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This wine consistently delivers one of the greatest values to be found in Italian wine. The G.D. Vajra 2018 Barolo Albe has all

its cards in play as an immediately enjoyable and extremely food-friendly Nebbiolo. This really is the top of the category in

that sense. With straightforward winemaking (fermentation is in steel and aging in large Slavonian oak casks), the wine offers

bold cherry, wild plum and plenty of fragrant blue flower and violet. This vintage has the added benefit of softly textured

richness. 93+ POINTS, PARKER


